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{additional fabric colors available}

IVORY

BUTTERCREAM

DIFFUSED LIGHT

BALLET

MIST

YELLOW CHIFFER

PEACH II

BLUSH
pms 501

pms 5155

SAGE

TUSCAN OLIVE

PURPLE II

DUNE II

LILAC MIST

LAVENDER

ALPS BLUE

LIGHT JADE

pms 7500

pms 559

pms 5555

pms 515

SALMON
pms 486

pms 7401

pms 106

pms 5767

pms 2705

VIOLET
pms 272

pms 4685

pms 488

pms 275

pms 291

CADET BLUE
pms 647

pms 698

pms 4685

IRIS MIST

LAVENDER HAZE

CARIBBEAN

LILAC

LUNAR

BLUE/GREY

SUMMERSET

SHRIMP TONE

QUARTZ

KIWI

APRICOT

PALE GOLD

pms 434

pms 122

pms 332

pms 365

JADE II

GREENELLA

pms 564

pms 367

pms 7443

pms 644

pms 176

pms 474

NEW CLAY
pms 159

pms 545
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pms 7477

pms 507

pms 129

COGNAC
pms 130

{

}

Trademarks and logos shown in this presentation are the property of the respected owners thereof; and the owner of this copyright claims no rights in any such mark. Items in this presentation are shown for illustration purposes only.

BASIL

pms 5615
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NAVY

pms 289

WARM BROWN
pms 4975

COPPER
pms 1385

ROSEWOOD
pms 4995

PLUM

pms 5115

{sizes & specs}

{in stock fabric colors}
24”x 66” - image live area is 22”w x 25”h

30” x 66” - image live area is 28”w x 25”

Economy Size Throw- hangs

to the floor on three sides with
the back open

6’ Economy - 128”w x 64”h

8’ Economy - 152”w x 64”h

Full Size Throws-

seamed and hangs to the
floor on all four sides

6’ Full - 128”w x 86”h

8’ Full - 152”w x 86”h

{the ideal throw}
•Wrinkle Resistant Poly Twill
Table Runners

• Can beWashed and Ironed with Synthetic Detergents
(not soap) Dry at 140°F
• Exceeds NFPA 701 Small-Scale Fire Retardant Standards
• 6 ft. and 8 ft. Throws Available
• Full and Economy Sizes
• Custom Sizes also Available
• Large Variety of Fabric and Image Colors Available

{great options for table throws}
• Perma Logo
• Dye Sublimation over entire Table Throw
• Dye Sublimation Full Front Table Throw
• Dye Sublimation Logo Applique
• Perma Logo and Dye Sublimation Logo Applique Combo
• Table Throw Runners
• Unprinted Table Throws and Runners
• Convert-a-Throw

Care Instructions

WHITE

IMPERIAL BLUE

CREAM

DUNE
pms 467

pms 403

GREY

ATOMIC RED

PURPLE

CHARCOAL

BURGUNDY

ROYAL BLUE

BRIGHT BLUE

SEASIDE GREEN

KELLY GREEN

BLACK

ARCTIC GREY

LIGHT NAVY

DARK GREEN

BORDEAUX

pms 7500

pms 425

pms 400

pms 2757

pms 222

pms 7499

pms 541

pms 560

pms 540

{

pms 287

pms 329

pms 187

pms 3415

pms 2597

pms 202

}

Why do two colors, put one next to the other, sing? Can one really
explain this? no. ~ Pablo Picasso

The table throws can be machine washed cold or warm. Do not use bleach. Tumble dry on a low setting but the dryer should not exceed 120 degrees.
Remove immediately to prevent wrinkling. Do not iron directly on logo, only iron on the backside of the image.
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{perma logo vinyl colors}

{perma logo}

WHITE

SILVER GREY

BLACK

CARDINAL

DARK MAROON

SCARLET

ORANGE

LIGHT GOLD

COLUMBIA BLUE

ROYAL BLUE

NAVY BLUE

PURPLE

KELLY GREEN

DARK GREEN

TEAL

OLD GOLD

GREY

SILVER METALLIC

GOLD METALLIC

pms 1235

pms 315

pms cool grey 3

pms 542

pms 1255

{

pms 281

BROWN

pms black 4

pms 195

pms 2767

pms 423

pms 5115

pms 1805

pms 276

pms 348

pms 877

pms 873

}

Art is not made for anybody and is, at the same time, for everybody.
~ Piet Mondrian

pms 173

pms 5535

{

uniforms, such as football jerseys. The vinyl is transferred to any standard

color twill table throw with a high temperature heat press. The vinyl is
permanently adhered and will not peel, crack, or fade. The maximum

logo size is 45’’w x 25’’h. It can be washed and ironed. Please refer to
our Perma Logo vinyl swatch cards for available vinyl colors. Additional

Perma Logo vinyl colors may be available – please call if you do not find
the color you need.
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Perma Logo is a computer cut vinyl material, commonly used on sports
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{dyesub applique}

{flocking}
{Colors in Stock}

WHITE

BLACK

MAIZE
pms 143

{Colors that can be Special Ordered}

{
RED

pms 1795

{

}

This great, low cost alternative is produced by creating a dye sublimation
image which is profile cut and permanently adhered to any standard color

twill table throw with an industrial 3M fabric adhesive. It can be washed
and ironed. It is a great solution for government and university seals,
complex corporate logos or any photo image with defined edges. Logos/

text with extremely complex outlines are not available. The maximum logo
applique size is 45’’w x 25’’h.

Perma Logo and Dye Sublimation Applique Combination - If your artwork consists of text and a complex logo or image, this
combined process is perfect. The text is applied as a Perma Logo and photographic images, color gradations, or complex logos
are printed as a Kaleidoscope Dye Sublimation applique. The applique is profile cut and then applied to the throw using an
industrial 3M fabric adhesive.
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ROYAL
pms 281

NAVY

pms 289

EMERALD
pms 3425

}

Flocking is a computer cut vinyl material with a felt like texture, commonly
used on sports uniforms, such as football jerseys. It is transferred to

any standard color twill table throw with a high temperature heat press.

Flocking is permanently adhered and will not peel, crack, or fade. The

maximum logo size is 45’’w x 25’’h. Throws with Flocking can be washed
and ironed. Available flocking colors are black, white and maize.
Additional colors** are available for special order.

* PMS COLORS ARE APPROXIMATE MATCHES. PRINTED COLORS IN THIS CATALOG ARE APPROXIMATE FOR BEST MATCHING RESULTS REFER TO
YOUR PMS COLOR BOOK. Colors Prepared Feb. 2009. Color choices are subject to change at the manufacturer level without prior notice.
** Special order colors will add 5-7 business days for production.
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{compass}

{

}{

One of the most unique display stands to come around in a long time,

This standard dye sublimation table throw is comprised of a full

Compass is truly special. Four practical rectangle graphic sizes are mounted

length front dye sublimation piece seamed to any standard color

to a variable height telescoping mast. The banner-to-mast mount is an

fabric with a resulting full size or economy throw. The hem falls at

innovative hub that allows the banner to rotate at different angles as well

the front edge of the table such that the dye sublimation image is

as tilt up or down.

on the entire front of the throw. The size of the dye sublimation
portion is 128’’w x 28’’h for a 6’ throw and 152’’w x 28’’h for an 8’

Well made, easy to use and aggressively priced the Compass banner stand

throw. It is recommended to keep nonbleed text or logo images

is an incredible value. Versatile and unique no other banner stand combines

1.5” from top and 1.5” from bottom. Dye sublimation throws are

tilt/rotate to create dynamic backwalls, serve as a table top header (behind

produced on white twill only. For any configuration other than

the table) and is perfect for floor-standing product backwalls ...

the above, please call for a quote.

Compass does it all!
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{full front dyesub}

}
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{full dyesub}

{convert-a-throw}

{shown as an 8ft throw}

{

}

This standard dye sublimation table throw is comprised of a full length

front dye sublimation piece seamed to any standard color fabric with a

resulting full size or economy throw. The hem falls at the front edge of
the table such that the dye sublimation image is on the entire front of

the throw. The size of the dye sublimation portion is 128’’w x 28’’h for a

{

{shown as a 6ft throw}

}

Convert Your 8ft Throw To A 6ft Throw Then Back Again!
Easy To Do Conversion Takes Under A Minute!
It’s Like Having Two Throws In One.

6’ throw and 152’’w x 28’’h for an 8’ throw. It is recommended to keep
nonbleed text or logo images 1.5” from top and 1.5” from bottom. Dye

sublimation throws are produced on white twill only. For any configuration other than the above, please call for a quote.
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Attach the three velcro tabs to shorten both ends of the throw and adjust.
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